Paper to Presentation: Prepare a 4-minute presentation on your final paper.

I. My topic was street markets in Mexico City and Bogota, Colombia.

   My paper was about
   The topic of my paper was

   I looked at inbound consolidation strategies in China.
   (define term: Inbound consolidation refers to . . . .)
   I examined the works of Rem Koolhaas.
   I studied stadium designs in various cities.

   I compared the buildings of X with the theories he wrote about in his books.
   I described the changes in X’s work over time.
   I analyzed the structure of the towers on the Brooklyn Bridge.

II. My goal was to see how the two cities differed in their approach to X
    I wanted to find out what strategies are most useful in Y.
    why X works better than Y
    whether we can learn any lessons from Z

III. I focused on three buildings; X, Y and Z.
     two bridges: A and B.

     I did a case analysis on X in order to find out/ascertain/see. . . .

     how A affects/influences B
     why B occurs.
     whether A influences B.
     what the problems are when A works on B.
     whether it is possible to construct B.

     I compared X and Y in order to learn/ascertain/discover. . . .

     I used to the ideas of Person A in order to devise a plan for B.

IV. My results were that

     I found that
     I discovered that
     I came to the conclusion that

     I recommended that

Next semester I will pursue this by